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Ground Rules for Today’s Learning Lab 

1. “Confidentiality.  We want to create an atmosphere for 
open, honest exchange.  

2. Our primary commitment is to learn from each 
other.  We will listen to each other and not talk at each 
other. We acknowledge differences amongst us in 
backgrounds, skills, interests, and values.  We realize that 
it is these very differences that will increase our awareness 
and understanding through this process. 

3. We will not demean, devalue, or “put down” 
people for their experiences, lack of experiences, or 
difference in interpretation of those experiences. 

4. We will trust that people are always doing the best 
they can. 

 University of Michigan Program on Intergroup Relations,  
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/examples-discussion-guidelines 



Ground Rules for Today’s Learning Lab 

5. Challenge the idea and not the person.  If we wish to 
challenge something that has been said, we will challenge 
the idea or the practice referred to, not the individual 
sharing this idea or practice. 

 

6. Speak your discomfort.  If something is bothering you, 
please share this with the group.  Often our emotional 
reactions to this process offer the most valuable learning 
opportunities. 

 

7. Step Up, Step Back. Be mindful of taking up much 
more space than others. On the same note, empower 
yourself to speak up when others are dominating the 
conversation.” 

 

University of Michigan Program on Intergroup Relations,  
http://www.crlt.umich.edu/examples-discussion-guidelines 



Objectives 

Following today’s presentation, participants will be 
able to: 
 

 Explore how implicit bias works in our everyday 
lives, 

 Recognize microaggressions, microassaults, 
microinsults, and microinvalidations, 

 Examine implicit bias as a contributing factor to 
health and healthcare disparities, and 

 Take away tips and debiasing techniques for 
addressing implicit bias. 

 



Video Clip: 
Where are you from? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWynJkN5HbQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWynJkN5HbQ


Why should we care? 



Priming Exercises 

 What does a rabbit do?  

 Say the word “hop” 10 times.  

 What do you do at a green light? 

 Say the word “white” 10 times.  

 What does a cow drink?  

 Say the word “roast” 10 times.  

 What do you put in a toaster?  

 

 



What is priming? 

 “Priming is a nonconscious form of human memory 
concerned with perceptual identification of words and 
objects. It refers to activating particular representations or 
associations in memory just before carrying out an action 
or task.  

 For example, a person who sees the word "yellow" will be 
slightly faster to recognize the word "banana." This 
happens because yellow and banana are closely associated 
in memory.  

 Additionally, priming can also refer to a technique in 
psychology used to train a person's memory in both positive 
and negative ways.” 
 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/priming 



 

What is Implicit Bias? 



 

Video Clip:  
Under Suspicion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRgFkIMO-Js 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRgFkIMO-Js


What is Implicit Bias? 

• In 1995, Anthony Greenwald and M.R. Benaji hypothesized that 
our social behavior was not entirely under our conscious control. 
 

• According to their study, the concept of unconscious bias 
(hidden bias or implicit bias) suggests that: 

 

“Much of our social behavior is driven by learned stereotypes that 
operate automatically—and therefore unconsciously—when we 
interact with other people.” 
 

Implicit Social Cognition: Attitudes, Self-Esteem and Stereotypes (1995) 



Kirwan Institute State of the Science: Implicit Bias Review, 2014. 
 
  

 Attitudes or stereotypes that affect our 
understanding, actions and decisions in an 
unconscious manner. 

 
 These biases are activated involuntarily 

without the individuals awareness or 
voluntary control. 

 
 Not accessible through introspection. 

 
 “ People who engage in  this unthinking 

discrimination are not aware of the fact that 
they do it”  

- David Williams PhD Harvard School of Public 
Health 

What Is Implicit Bias? 



Applying Implicit Bias 

“Schemas are simply templates of knowledge that help us 

organize specific examples into broad categories. Schemas 

exist not only for objects, but also for people. Automatically, 

we categorize individuals by age, gender, race and role. 

Once an individual is mapped into that category, specific 

meanings associated with that category are immediately 

activated and influence our interaction with that individual.” 

UCLA Law Professor, Jerry Kang 



Implicit Bias Characteristics 

 Implicit biases are robust and pervasive. 

 

 Implicit and explicit biases are related but distinct mental constructs. 

 

 Implicit associations do not necessarily align with our declared beliefs. 

 

 We generally hold implicit biases that favor our own in group. 

 

 Implicit biases have real world affects on our behaviors. 

 

 Implicit biases are malleable, therefore can be unlearned. 

 

 

 
Kirwan Institute State of the Science: Implicit Bias Review 2014. 



http://www.psych.nyu.edu/phelpslab/papers/08_CDPS_V17No2.pdf 

The Science of Implicit Bias 



Stroop Effect Experiment 

Name the COLOR (not what the word says). 

http://www.math.unt.edu/~tam/SelfTests/StroopEffects.html 



Stroop Effect Experiment 

Name the COLOR (not what the word says). 

http://www.math.unt.edu/~tam/SelfTests/StroopEffects.html 



 
How Does Implicit Bias Work in 

Everyday Life? 



 

HOW DO WE SIZE PEOPLE UP? 

First Impressions Matter 



How long do you have to make a first impression? 

7 seconds 

http://www.businessinsider.com/only-7-seconds-to-make-first-impression-2013-4 



Hi, my name is Monica Soni. 



Hi, my name is Dr. Jean O’Brien. 



Dr. Levi Watkins 

Johns Hopkins University 

Morris Dees, JD 

Southern Poverty Law Center 

Two Civil Rights Pioneers from Alabama 

Son of sharecroppers Son of a college president 



Who Are We? 



 

Video Clip:  
 What’s the difference between 
Latino, Hispanic, and Latinx?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6hbQ3Zs1v8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6hbQ3Zs1v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6hbQ3Zs1v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6hbQ3Zs1v8


Who Are We? 



Who Are We? 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/26/muslim-american-demographics_n_5027866.html 



Hi, my name is Laith Ashley.  



 
 

Video Clip: Vanessa Goes to the 
Doctor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3eDKf3PFRo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3eDKf3PFRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3eDKf3PFRo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3eDKf3PFRo


Discussion 

 How could this encounter have been improved? 

 What if Vanessa had visited your organization? How 
would she have been treated? 

 

 



What do you see first? 



 

Video Clip: 
How does implicit bias work in 

everyday life? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY


How Does Implicit Bias Work in 
Everyday Life? 



How Does Implicit Bias Work in Everyday Life?:  
The Homeless 



How Does Implicit Bias Work in Everyday 
Life?: Young Children 

Shankar Vedantam, Hidden Brain: 
How Our Unconscious Minds Elect 
Presidents, Control Markets, Wage 

Wars, and Save Our Lives (2010) 
 

“The Story of Alex, Joel, and Zachariah” 
 
 



 

Video Clip: 
The Doll Study Rebooted 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkpUyB2xgTM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkpUyB2xgTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkpUyB2xgTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkpUyB2xgTM


How Does Implicit Bias Work  
in Everyday Life?: Media and Criminality 



How Does Implicit Bias Work in Everyday Life?: 
Media and Criminality 

Before: Burglary Mugshots After: Burglary Mugshots 



How Does Implicit Bias Work in Everyday Life?: 
Loss of Innocence of Children and Criminality 

PA Goff, MC Jackson, BA Lewis Di Leone, CM Culotta, NA DiTomasso. “The essence of innocence: 
Consequences of dehumanizing Black children. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Vol 106(4), 

Apr 2014, 526-545. 



How Does Unconscious Bias Work in 
Everyday Life?: Criminality 

 

Community Coalition of South Los 
Angeles 

http://fixschooldiscipline.org/pris
on-pipeline/ 

http://fixschooldiscipline.org/prison-pipeline/
http://fixschooldiscipline.org/prison-pipeline/
http://fixschooldiscipline.org/prison-pipeline/
http://fixschooldiscipline.org/prison-pipeline/
http://fixschooldiscipline.org/prison-pipeline/


School-to-Prison Pipeline 

Jim Wallis. America’s Original Sin: Racism, White Privilege, and the Bridge 
to a New America (2015). 



What’s in a name? 

Audio Clip: 
6 Words: 'My 

Name Is 
Jamaal ... I'm 

White' 

Video Clip: 
Searching for 

Shaniqua 
Trailer 2 

http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-
words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white http://www.searchingforshaniqua.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJsWdcbBD2k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white
http://www.npr.org/2015/05/06/404432206/six-words-my-name-is-jamaal-im-white
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJsWdcbBD2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJsWdcbBD2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJsWdcbBD2k


How Does Implicit Bias Work in Everyday 
Life?: Hiring, Etc. 

 Names 
 The Chicago Résumé Study 

 Canadian Résumé Study 

 Company culture (not a “good fit”) 

 Applicant Pool Composition 

 Social Media Biases 

 Overweight and Obese Applicants and Employees 

 Those with criminal records 

 Those with poor credit histories 

 Those with accents 

 Those with disabilities 

 Those who are LGBTQI 

 Those with mental health issues 

 



4 Tips for Removing Implicit  
Bias in Hiring 

 Remove names from résumés and use numbers to identify 
instead (suggested by an article in Scientific American) 

 Could reduce implicit bias based upon race and gender 

 Develop a fair selection algorithm and let computers generate a 
short list of candidates  

 Xerox already uses 

 Implement diversity and inclusion and implicit bias training for 
hiring teams and hiring managers 

 Blind hiring, interviewing, auditioning (although linguistic 
profiling could still occur) 

https://www.recruiter.com/i/4-tips-to-remove-unconscious-bias-from-the-hiring-
process/ 

 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-to-fight-race-and-gender-bias-in-science-editorial/


 

Video Clip: 
ABC News 20/20 Downtown: 

 Linguistic Profiling (2002) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_NpwCkDpCs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh4f9AYRCZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_NpwCkDpCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_NpwCkDpCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_NpwCkDpCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_NpwCkDpCs


What are Microaggressions? 



What are microaggressions? 

 A question, a comment, even an 
intended compliment, 
sometimes, that nevertheless 
suggests something demeaning 
 
 White people often ask Asian 

Americans where they are from, 
conveying the message that they 
are perpetual foreigners in their 
own land. 

 Example – telling a person of 
color that he/she is “so articulate,” 
which implies that all other people 
of color are not. 

 Example – “You’re not like those 
other [women, gays/lesbians, 
Blacks, Latinos], etc. 
 This implies that the person is 

an exception. 
 

“Boss Says You’re Smart for a Woman,”  
http://www.npr.org/2014/04/10/301417507/boss-says-youre-smart-for-a-woman 

Microaggressions in Everyday Life.mp4


Warning: Contains two instances of 
potentially offensive language. 

 

 

Video Clip: 
How Microaggressions Are Like 

Mosquito Bites 

48 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDd3bzA7450




Small Group Discussion 

 At your table, discuss microaggressions that you 
have experienced or witnessed. 
 

 If you responded to the microaggression, how did 
you respond? If you didn’t respond, why? 



What are microassaults? 

 Conscious and intentional actions or slurs, such as:  
 

 Using disability-related, racial, sexist, homophobic epithets 

 Displaying swastikas, confederate flags, etc. 

 Shopkeeper vigilance/shopper profiling 

 Stop and frisk policies 

 

 



What are microinsults? 

 Verbal and nonverbal communications that subtly 
convey rudeness and insensitivity and demean a 
person's heritage or identity. 
 
 An employee who asks a colleague of color how she got her job 

or was admitted in college/university, graduate/professional 
school, etc., implying she may have landed it through an 
affirmative action or quota system and therefore unqualified 
for the position. 

 Assuming a professional person of color is the hired help, such 
as custodian, secretary, bell hop, valet, etc. 

 “I never would have guessed you were gay.” 

 



Small Group Discussion 

 At your table, discuss microassaults and microinsults 
that you have experienced or witnessed. 
 

 If you responded to the microassault and 
microinsult, how did you respond? If you didn’t 
respond, why? 

 



What are microinvalidations? 

 Communications that subtly exclude, negate or 
nullify the thoughts, feelings or experiential reality of 
a person of a marginalized group.  
 

 You’re playing the “race” card 

 You’re being too sensitive 

 #Black Lives Matter – what about OTHER lives? All lives 
matter 

 What’s the big deal? They’re only words… 

 

 



Black Lives Matter 



Black Lives Matter vs. All Lives Matter 



Small Group Discussion 

 At your table, discuss microinvalidations that you 
have experienced or witnessed? 
 

 If you responded to the microinvalidation, how did 
you respond? If you didn’t respond, why? 

 



 

How Does Implicit Bias Work in 
Health Care? 



 
 

Video Clip:  
Tzafar 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfccrwUlROU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfccrwUlROU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfccrwUlROU


More Implicit Bias Examples 

 Who gets called “Doctor”? 

 Provider-patient bias vs. patient-provider bias 

 

Julia A. Files et al. “Speaker Introductions at Internal Medicine Grand Rounds: Forms of Address 
Reveal Gender Bias.” Journal of Women’s Health 26.5 (2017): 413-419 

Emily A. Whitgob et al. “The Discriminatory Patient and Family: Strategies to Address 
Discrimination Towards Trainees.” Academic Medicine 91.11 (November 2016): S64-S69 

 



 

Provider-Patient Bias 

Video Clip: 
Family 411: 

Medical 
Prejudice 

Video Clip: 
Pediatrician 
Refuses to 
Treat Baby 
with Two 

Moms 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqN4-TR3kD8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqN4-TR3kD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqN4-TR3kD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqN4-TR3kD8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjupgRF436E


 
 

Video Clip:  
Patient-Provider Bias 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnqAakXRvt0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfccrwUlROU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnqAakXRvt0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnqAakXRvt0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnqAakXRvt0


Clinical Examples 



Clinical Examples 



Clinical Examples 



Clinical Examples 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4bB4QUV_wY 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L4bB4QUV_wY


Case Study: BiDil 

http://www.bidil.com/


Who gets BiDil? 

Colin Powell 
Barack Obama 

Tiger Woods 

Vijay  Singh 



Identify If You See an Element of Implicit Bias in 
Health Care 

Video Clip: 
PSA: Stigma "Sick Girl" :30 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eaByeMMFD0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eaByeMMFD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eaByeMMFD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eaByeMMFD0


https://www.jointcommission.org/assets/1/23/Quick_Safety_Issue_23_Apr_2016.pdf 



What’s the Problem?: How Doctors Think? 
(2007) Jerome Groopman, M.D. 

“I long believed,” he writes, “that the errors we made 
in medicine were largely technical ones.. But as a 
growing body of research shows, technical errors 
account for only a small fraction of our incorrect 
diagnoses and treatments. Most errors are mistakes 
in thinking. And part of what causes these cognitive 
errors is our inner feelings, feelings we do not readily 
admit to and often don’t recognize” (p. 40) 



 
How Can We Mitigate Implicit 

Bias in Everyday Life and in 
Health Care? 



Implicit Association Test (IAT) 

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/ 



IAT: Understanding the Tool 

 How does the IAT work? 

 The tool presents a method that demonstrates how the 
conscious-unconscious minds diverge. 

 What is Project Implicit? 

 Project Implicit is a collaborative investigation effort between 
researchers at Harvard University, the University of Virginia, 
and University of Washington. 

 The studies examine thoughts and feelings that exist either 
outside of conscious awareness or outside of conscious control. 

• The goal of this project is to make this technique available for 
education (including self education and self awareness). 



What kind of IATs are available? 



What kind of IATs are available? 



What kind of IATs are available?: 
 Mental Health 



IAT: Discussion 

• Do not share your individual results. 
 

• Which IAT tests did you complete? 
 

• What were your reactions to completing the tests? 
 

• Were you surprised by the results? 



IAT: What do the results tell you? 



Practical Strategies and Tips to 
Combat Implicit Bias 



Practical Tips to Combat Implicit Bias in 
Health Care 

1. Have a basic understanding of the cultures your patients 
come from. 
 

2. Don’t stereotype your patients, Individuate them 
 

3. Understand and respect the tremendous power of implicit 
bias 
 

4. Recognize situations that magnify stereotyping and bias 

 

 

 
Augustus White, MD, Seeing Patients: Unconscious Bias in Health Care, 2011 



Practical Tips to Combat Implicit Bias in 
Health Care 

5. Know the CLAS Standards 
 

 

Augustus White, MD, Seeing Patients: Unconscious Bias in Health Care, 2011 



CLAS Standards (2013) 

https://www.thinkculturalhealth.hhs.gov/clas 



Practical Tips to Combat Implicit Bias in 
Health Care 

6. Do a “Teach Back” or National Patient Safety 
Foundation 
  

What is my main problem? 

What do I need to do? 

Why is it important for me to do this? 
 

7. Assiduously Practice “Evidence-Based Medicine” 

 

Augustus White, MD, Seeing Patients: Unconscious Bias in Health Care, 2011 



 

Video Clip: 
Dr. David Williams: 

How Can Providers Reduce 
Unconscious Bias?  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KoTi3LRBXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgTuD7l7LG8


State of the Science: Implicit Bias Review 2015 

Debiasing Techniques 



State of the Science: Implicit Bias Review 2015 

Debiasing Techniques 

• Training 

• Continuous, not just one and done 

• Intergroup contact  

• Interacting with others different from yourself (not just one) 

• Breaking bread (meals), book groups, worship, etc. 

• Taking the perspective of others  

• Empathy 

• Emotional expression  

• Non-verbal body language 

• Counter-stereotypical exemplars 

• Think of those who don’t fit the stereotype 



For Further Reading 



Take the Quiz: Can you spot the bias within 
yourself? 

http://lovehasnolabels.com/about-bias 



Tips to Fight Bias and Prejudice 

http://lovehasnolabels.com/tips 

(In your home, in your social circle, in group emails, in your 
neighborhood, at work, at school, and in public)    



Southern Poverty Law Center 
Speak Up: “Responding to Everyday Bigotry” 

http://admin.lovehasnolabels.com/downloads/speak_up_handbook.pdf 



Let’s Practice: 
Responding to Bias and Bigotry at Work 

 “An African American 
businesswoman in the 
South writes: ‘I was 
speaking with a white co-
worker when, midway 
through the conversation, 
she smiled and said, ‘You 
speak so clearly. Have you 
had diction lessons?’ — 
like for an African 
American to speak clearly, 
we’d have to have diction 
lessons.’” 

 

 

 How would you have 
responded? 

 How could you have 
responded instead? 

 Interrupt early 

 Use or establish policies to 
address bigoted language 
or behavior 

 Go up the ladder 

 Band together 

http://admin.lovehasnolabels.com/downloads/speak_up_handbook.pdf 



Let’s Practice: 
Responding to Bias and Bigotry at Work 

 “A female manager 
routinely is referred to as 
the “office mom.” No male 
manager is ever referred 
to as the office “dad,” and 
male managers expect the 
female manager to handle 
office birthdays and other 
non-job-related tasks. 
‘That kind of sexism 
happens all the time,’ she 
says. 

 

 

 

 How would you have 
responded? 

 How could you have 
responded instead? 

 Be direct 

 Identify the pattern 

 Start a brown bag 
discussion group 

 Use incidents to teach 
tolerance respect 

http://admin.lovehasnolabels.com/downloads/speak_up_handbook.pdf 



Let’s Practice: 
Responding to Bias and Bigotry at Work 

 “When a colleague tells 
you that you’ve said or 
done something that 
offends or hurts them, try 
not to be defensive, even if 
the statement’s impact 
was unintentional.”  

 

 

 How would you have 
responded? 

 How could you have 
responded instead? 

 Be open to feedback 

 Focus on the work 
relationship 

 Change your behavior 

 

http://admin.lovehasnolabels.com/downloads/speak_up_handbook.pdf 



Let’s Practice: 
Responding to Bias and Bigotry at Work 

 In pairs, briefly discuss an 
incident of bias or bigotry 
that you experienced or 
observed at work. 

 

 How would you have 
responded? 

 How could you have 
responded instead? 

 

http://admin.lovehasnolabels.com/downloads/speak_up_handbook.pdf 



Putting It All Together: 
Holly Ivey: One of Many 

https://cccm.thinkculturalhealth.hhs.gov/video
s/flashplayer/3-2.htm 

https://cccm.thinkculturalhealth.hhs.gov/videos/flashplayer/3-2.htm


 

Video Clip: 
Putting It All Together:  

All That We Share 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jD8tjhVO1Tc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgTuD7l7LG8


Try this social experiment in implicit bias 

 The next time you are in a setting, where people have 
to select seats, such as airplanes, public 
transportation, theaters, conference sessions, etc., 
take note of what seems to be running through 
people's minds as they decide where they would like 
to sit.  



Take Home Points:  
Equality ≠ Equity:  

 

Originally created by: Craig Froehle;  
Adapted by: Many others 



This presentation is dedicated to: 

Pastor Sandy Johnson 
Training and Education Coordinator, Department of General Services 

Johns Hopkins Hospital/Johns Hopkins Health System 

Sunrise: 
August 11, 1954 

Sunset: 
June 23, 2017 





For further information, please contact: 

Cheri C. Wilson, MA, MHS, CPHQ 
Diversity and Inclusion, Cultural and 

Linguistic Competency, and Health Equity 
Subject Matter Expert 

cwilson366@comcast.net 
443-616-6170 

mailto:cwilson366@comcast.net

